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Light activation of Drosophila photoreceptors leads to the generation of a depolarizing receptor potential via opening of transient receptor potential and transient receptor potential-like
cationic channels. Counteracting the light-activated depolarizing current are two voltage-gated K 1 conductances, IA and IK ,
that are expressed in these sensory neurons. Here we show
that Drosophila photoreceptors IA and IK are regulated by calcium–calmodulin (Ca 21/calmodulin) via a Ca 21/calmodulindependent protein kinase (CaM kinase), with IK being far more
sensitive than IA. Inhibition of Ca 21/calmodulin by N-(6
aminohexyl)-5-chloro-1-naphthalenesulfonamide or trifluoperazine markedly reduced the K 1 current amplitudes. Likewise,
inhibition of CaM kinases by KN-93 potently depressed IK and
accelerated its C-type inactivation kinetics. The effect of KN-93
was specific because its structurally related but functionally

inactive analog KN-92 was totally ineffective. In Drosophila
photoreceptor mutant Sh KS133, which allows isolation of IK , we
demonstrate by current-clamp recording that inhibition of IK by
quinidine or tetraethylammonium increased the amplitude of
the photoreceptor potential, depressed light adaptation, and
slowed down the termination of the light response. Similar
results were obtained when CaM kinases were blocked by
KN-93. These findings place photoreceptor K 1 channels as an
additional target for Ca 21/calmodulin and suggest that IK is well
suited to act in concert with other components of the signaling
machinery to sharpen light response termination and fine tune
photoreceptor sensitivity during light adaptation.

Phototransduction in vertebrates and invertebrates is a complex
signal transduction cascade, based on rhodopsin – G-protein coupling interactions (Hardie and Minke, 1995; Ranganathan et al.,
1995; Baylor, 1996; Minke and Selinger, 1996; Zuker, 1996). The
phototransduction process has the capacity to amplify single
photon events into large electrical signals and to regulate the
photoresponse output in a broad dynamic range. Major advances
have been made in characterizing the molecular components of
phototransduction and the mechanisms of light adaptation and
response termination (Baylor, 1996; Minke and Selinger, 1996;
Zuker, 1996). However, the modulation of these latter processes
is not yet f ully understood. The powerf ul combination of molecular genetics and electrophysiology makes Drosophila photoreceptors an exquisite preparation for studying these processes. In
Drosophila, light activation of rhodopsin activates phospholipase
C via G-proteins, which hydrolyzes phosphatidylinositol-4,5bisphosphate into inositol trisphosphate (I P3 ) and diacylglycerol
(DAG). This process leads within a few tens of milliseconds to
the opening of cation-selective channels encoded by the trp and
trp-like genes (Hardie and Minke, 1995; Ranganathan et al., 1995;

Minke and Selinger, 1996). The feedback control of the activation
process was recently shown to involve calcium–calmodulin
(Ca 21/calmodulin), which tightly regulates the adaptation and
termination of the light response (Arnon et al., 1997a,b; Scott and
Zuker, 1997; Scott et al., 1997).
The photoreceptor potential has a complex waveform that
arises from the opening of light-activated channels as well as from
voltage-dependent conductances. Interestingly, Drosophila photoreceptors are endowed with high densities of voltage-gated K 1
channels (Hardie, 1991; Hardie et al., 1991). In neurons, K 1
channels were recognized to regulate action potential duration,
firing patterns, and resting membrane potential (Rudy, 1988;
Hille, 1992). A great diversity of K 1 channel subtypes appear to
underlie these pleiotropic functions (Pongs, 1992; Doupnik et al.,
1995; Salkoff and Jegla, 1995; Wickman and Clapham, 1995; Jan
and Jan, 1997). Analysis of Drosophila mutants enabled the initial
molecular characterization of several classes of K 1 channels
(Kamb et al., 1987; Tempel et al., 1987; Pongs et al., 1988). Four
different voltage-sensitive K 1 channel genes were initially identified in Drosophila: Shaker and Shal, encoding A-type K 1 currents (IA ), and Shab and Shaw, encoding delayed-rectifier K 1
currents (IK ) (Salkoff and Wymann, 1981; Wu and Haugland,
1985; Broadie and Bate, 1993; Tsunoda and Salkoff, 1995a,b).
Subsequently, other classes of K 1 channels were characterized
molecularly in Drosophila (Warmke et al., 1991; Goldstein et al.,
1996; Titus et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1997).
Drosophila photoreceptors express both IA and IK currents,
with the former mediated by subunits encoded by the Shaker
locus (Hardie, 1991; Hardie et al., 1991). However, the genes
encoding the delayed-rectifier channel subunits have not yet been
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identified, and very little is known about IK modulation. Although
the functional significance of IA and IK remains to be clarified in
Drosophila phototransduction, in Limulus and in the blowfly Calliphora vicina they may regulate the gain and frequency response
during light and dark adaptation (Fain and Lisman, 1981; Weckstrom et al., 1991). In Drosophila photoreceptors, the sustained
depolarization generated by light activation of transient receptor
potential (TRP) and transient receptor potential-like (TRPL)
cationic channels is expected to open voltage-gated K 1 channels.
One can predict that the subsequent hyperpolarizing K 1 currents
will oppose the light-induced depolarizing currents to shape the
photoreceptor potential.
In the present study, we show that Drosophila photoreceptor IK
and IA channels are positively regulated by C a 21/calmodulin via
a C a 21/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (C aM kinase),
with IK being more sensitive than IA. Using the current-clamp
technique, we demonstrate that inhibition of IK with K 1 channel
blockers or with a C aM kinase inhibitor increases the amplitude
and broadens the transient component of the photoreceptor potential, weakens adaptation, and slows the termination of the light
response. We suggest that IK represents an additional calmodulinsensitive component of Drosophila phototransduction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation. Wild-type (W T) Drosophila of the C anton S strain and of
Sh K S133 mutant (both red-eyed) were used for the experiments (Wu and
Ganetzky, 1992). The Sh K S133 allele, which eliminates the IA , is a
missense point mutation in the pore-forming H5 region of the Shak er
channel protein (Lichtinghagen et al., 1990). Ommatidia dissociated
from stage p15 pupae (Bainbridge and Bownes, 1981) were prepared as
described previously (Hardie, 1991; Peretz et al., 1994). Retinae were
rapidly dissected in C a 21/ Mg 21-free Ringer’s solution, transferred to
normal Ringer’s solution supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 25
mM sucrose, and gently triturated with a fire-polished glass pipette of
;200 – 400 mm tip diameter. During the dissociation procedure, which
requires no enzyme treatment, the surrounding pigment cells disintegrate, exposing the photoreceptor membrane. The dissection procedure
was performed under dim red light illumination (Schott OG630 filter).
Dark-adapted ommatidia were used immediately after dissection, for
whole-cell patch-clamp recording.
Electrophysiolog y. Aliquots (;10 ml) of ommatidia were allowed to
settle in a small chamber onto a clean coverslip mounted on the stage of
an Axiovert 35 inverted microscope (C arl Z eiss). Recordings were made
at 22 6 1°C, using patch pipettes pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries
(fiber filled) with resistance of 4 – 8 MV. Whole-cell recordings were
performed using standard techniques (Hamill et al., 1981; Hardie, 1991;
Peretz et al., 1994). In experiments investigating the light response, we
applied the current-clamp mode of the whole-cell patch-clamp technique
in isolated Drosophila photoreceptors. The resting potential of the photoreceptors was adjusted to 260 mV by applying a constant current.
Series resistances were compensated by 85–90%. A tungsten halogen
lamp (20 V, 150 W; Olympus Highlight 3000), attenuated by neutral
density filters (1.5–2.0) via a Uniblitz shutter (Vincent Associates, Rochester, N Y), provided illumination of photoreceptors. The peak transmission of the excitation and viewing filters was 520 and 630 nm, respectively. Signals were amplified using an Axopatch 200A patch-clamp
amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster C ity, CA), filtered below 2 kHz, via
a four-pole Bessel filter. Data were sampled at 4 –5 kHz and analyzed
using pC lamp 6.0.2 software (Axon Instruments) on an I BM-compatible
486 computer interfaced with DigiData 1200 (Axon Instruments). Further data analysis was performed using Axograph 3.0 software (Axon
Instruments) and E xcel 5.0 (MicroSoft) on an Apple Macintosh computer. All data were leakage-subtracted off line by the C lampfit program
of the pC lamp software. Activation and steady-state inactivation data
were fitted with the Boltzmann distribution (assuming a reversal potential VK of 285 mV):

I/I max 5 a/ $ 1 1 exp@~ V 50 2 V K! /s #% ,

(1)

where V50 is the voltage of half-maximal activation (at which I 5 1/2
Imax ), or the voltage at which half of the steady-state inactivation was

removed, and s is the slope of the curve. In W T photoreceptors, IA was
measured at the peak, whereas IK was measured at the end of the trace
(;90 msec). All data were expressed as mean 6 SEM. Statistically
significant differences were assessed by Student’s t test.
Solutions. Bath Ringer’s solution contained 120 mM NaC l, 5 mM KC l,
1.5 mM C aC l, 8 mM MgSO4 , and 10 mM N-tris[hydroxymethyl]methyl2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (TES), pH 7.15. Stock solutions of K N-62,
K N-92, and K N-93 (C albiochem, La Jolla, CA) were made in DMSO.
N-(6 aminohexyl)-5-chloro-1-naphthalenesulfonamide (W7), trifluoperazine (TFP) TEA-Tetraethyfammonium, and quinidine (Sigma, St.
L ouis, MO) were added to the bath solution at the final concentrations
indicated in text and figure legends. The pipette solution contained 135
mM potassium gluconate, 2 mM MgC l, 4 mM Mg-ATP, 0.5 mM Na-GTP,
and 10 mM TES, pH 7.15.

RESULTS
Activation and inactivation characteristics of IK and IA
in Drosophila photoreceptors
The whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique (Hamill et al., 1981) was used to study the modulation of K 1 currents
in dissociated Drosophila ommatidia. As shown in Figure 1,
wild-type Drosophila photoreceptors are endowed with two main
voltage-gated K 1 conductances, the rapidly activating/inactivating IA and the slowly inactivating IK currents (Hardie, 1991). The
delayed-rectifier IK current has previously been shown to be
composed of two kinetically different components, IK f and IK s
(Hardie, 1991). Using our activation protocol (Fig. 1), we were
unable to discriminate accurately between these two IK components, mainly because of the kinetic overlap of the various
voltage-dependent rise times of activation. We could distinguish
two different kinetic components of IK in the mutant allele Shaker
KS133 (Sh K S133) subjected to steady-state inactivation, when
photoreceptor cells were treated with CaM kinase inhibitors (in
five of eight cells; see below and Fig. 5). However, for the sake of
clarity we have considered the delayed-rectifier K 1 current as one
IK component, distinguishable from the IA current. Representative traces are shown in Figure 1 A (left). Isolated IK measurement
was achieved by using the Sh K S133 mutation, which eliminates IA
(Fig. 1 B, left). Sh K S133 is a missense point mutation in the H5
pore-forming region of the Shaker channel protein (Lichtinghagen et al., 1990). IK was also measured in WT photoreceptors at
the end of depolarizing pulses (;90 msec) after IA has inactivated. The normalized current–voltage (I–V ) relation of IK as
measured in WT or in Sh K S133 photoreceptors showed that IK
activated above 240 mV and saturated at potentials greater than
150 mV (Fig. 1C, left). In Sh K S133, the normalized conductance
during IK activation was described by a single Boltzmann function with V50 5 112.5 6 4.7 mV, slope 5 212.3 6 0.9 mV (n 5
5) (Fig. 2; see Table 2). A slight negative shift in the IK current–
voltage relation and normalized conductance curves measured in
WT was seen when compared with those measured in Sh K S133
(Figs. 1C, 2C,D). This could result from incomplete inactivation
of IA in WT at the end of the depolarizing pulse, although a
major part of IA inactivated in our protocol. Alternatively, there
could be a modulation of IK activity attributable to developmental
hyperexcitability of the Sh K S133 photoreceptors. Along this line,
we found that IK amplitude in Sh K S133 tends to be slightly higher
than that measured in WT (Tables 1, 3). Such compensatory
mechanisms are observed sometimes in transgenic knock-out mice.
As shown in the normalized I–V curve, IA activated at potentials more negative than those required for IK , above a threshold
of approximately 260 mV (Fig. 1 D, left). The normalized conductance of IA activation was fitted with a single Boltzmann
distribution of V50 5 27.9 6 2.9 mV and slope 5 213.8 6 0.3 mV
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intact retina preparation (Hevers and Hardie, 1995). Differences
in recording conditions and solutions may account for these
variations.

Ca 21/calmodulin-dependent modulation of IK
In view of the pivotal role played by Ca 21/calmodulin in adaptation and termination of the light response (Arnon et al.,
1997a,b; Scott et al., 1997), we tested whether photoreceptor IA
and IK would be subjected to modulation by Ca 21/calmodulindependent processes, and if so, to what extent it would affect the
light response. To examine the possible Ca 21/calmodulindependent modulation of IK , we perfused the photoreceptor cells
extracellularly with the calmodulin antagonist W7 at two different
concentrations. Similar results were obtained using TFP, another
calmodulin antagonist (data not shown). For all experiments, the
currents were recorded on the same cell before and after application of the drug. Application of 2.5 mM W7 to WT photoreceptor cells led to a reduction of ;62% of the maximal IK current
density (Imax ), whereas exposure of 25 mM W7 produced an
almost complete inhibition of IK (Fig. 2 A,C; Table 1). The onset
of W7 action was at ;1–2 min, and the effect reached steady state
within ;5–7 min. Similar results were obtained when IK was
reordered in isolation in the Sh K S133 mutant, with 55% inhibition
of IK current density at 2.5 mM W7 and an almost complete IK
suppression on exposure to 25 mM W7 (Fig. 2 B,D; Table 1). The
normalized conductance of activation indicated that there was a
small negative shift of V50 in the presence of 2.5 mM W7 (5.6 and
7 mV as measured in WT and Sh K S133, respectively) (Fig. 2C,D;
Table 2). Generally, the steady-state inactivation properties of IK
did not change significantly in response to 2.5 mM W7, as measured either in WT or in Sh K S133 mutant (Fig. 2C,D; Table 2).
Figure 1. Activation and inactivation characteristics of IA and IK in
Drosophila photoreceptors. A, Representative wild-type (WT ) whole-cell
recordings of photoreceptor potassium currents using the activation (lef t)
and inactivation (right) protocols. Usually, we can clearly differentiate the
inactivating IA component (arrowheads) separated from the slowly inactivating IK. B, Representative whole-cell recordings of activation (lef t) and
inactivation (right) protocols of the Shaker mutant allele Sh K S133. C (left),
The current density (pA/pF) is plotted against the voltage steps for WT
(M) and Sh K S133 (f). The IK component is characterized (Boltzmann fitting, assuming a reversal potential VK 5 285 mV) by Imax 5
85.5 6 4.1 pA/pF and 87.8 6 5.6 pA /pF for W T (n 5 11)
and Sh K S133 (n 5 8), respectively. Right, Steady-state inactivation of IK in
WT (M) and Sh K S133 (f). For Boltzmann fitting parameters, see Table
2. D (left), The current density/ voltage curve of IA is presented (Table 1).
IA is characterized (Boltzmann fitting, measured at peak outward current,
assuming a reversal potential VK 5 285 mV) by Imax 5 92.3 6 7.8 pA /pF
(n 5 11). Right, The Boltzmann fitting of IA steady-state inactivation gave
the values V50 5 242.1 6 1.0 mV and slope 5 10.0 6 0.8 (n 5 4). In all
voltage-clamp experiments throughout this study, the holding potential
was 2100 mV. For the activation protocol, cells were stepped from 2100
mV to 160 mV in 10 mV increments, during a 100 msec test pulse (lef t
column). In the steady-state inactivation protocol, the cell membrane was
subjected to inactivating prepulses of 1 sec duration from 290 mV to 110
mV in 10 mV increments, before 80 msec test pulse to 130 mV (right
column).

(n 5 5) (Fig. 3; Table 2). Both currents inactivated in response to
a depolarizing prepulse, with the IA being inactivated at more
hyperpolarized potentials. The steady-state inactivation of IA and
IK could be described by a V50 5 242.1 6 1.0 mV, slope 5 10.0 6
0.8 (n 5 4), and V50 5 218.9 6 2.1 mV, slope 5 11.0 6 0.2 (n 5
6), respectively (Figs. 1C,D, right, 3, right; Table 2). The V50 values
for IA activation and steady-state inactivation of the present work
are significantly shifted to more depolarized potentials (more
than 110 mV) when compared with a recent study on a semi-

Ca 21/calmodulin regulation of IA
Qualitatively, similar results were obtained for W7 action on IA ,
except that the effects on Imax were much weaker. Furthermore,
the effect of W7 on IA might be slightly overestimated because of
a minor contribution of the IK rise. At 2.5 mM W7, current density
at the peak of IA was not significantly altered, with a decrease of
,10% (Fig. 3; Table 1). At 25 mM W7, maximal IA was substantially reduced (by 67%). The voltage dependence of activation
and steady-state inactivation were significantly affected by W7.
The V50 of IA activation was negatively shifted from 27.9 6 2.9
mV to 219.8 6 11.7 mV (n 5 5) in response to 25 mM W7. In
addition, there was a negative shift of the steady-state inactivation
from V50 5 242.1 6 1.0 mV to V50 5 248.8 6 2.5 mV in response
to 25 mM W7 (n 5 4) (Fig. 3; Table 2).

A CaM kinase, identified as a calmodulin-dependent
modulator of photoreceptor K 1 channels
The next question we asked was what type of calmodulindependent process was involved in the regulation of the photoreceptor K 1 currents. To examine this issue, we used the specific
CaM Kinase inhibitors KN-93 (Sumi et al., 1991) and KN-62
(Tokumitsu et al., 1990). Only the data of KN-93 are presented
here, because essentially the same results were obtained with
KN-62 (data not shown). We focused on the IK current because it
proved to be more sensitive to W7. For this purpose, we used the
Sh K S133 mutant to exclude any IA contamination. Although IK
inactivated very little in the range of 100 msec (Fig. 1 B, left), it
underwent C-type inactivation (Hoshi et al., 1990) in a longer
stimulation range (1 sec), and its inactivation could reach .50%
(Figs. 4 D, 5). We measured IK amplitudes both at the peak and at
the end of the pulse (plateau). After exposure to 5 mM KN-93, the
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Figure 2. Inhibition of the delayedrectifier current (IK ) by the calmodulin
antagonist W7. The activation protocol
as in Figure 1 is used to detect the
steady-state effect of the calmodulin antagonist W7 on IK currents. Traces were
recorded 3– 4 min after drug treatment.
A, Whole-cell potassium currents, recorded in WT photoreceptors, were inhibited by W7 in a concentrationdependent manner. In response to 2.5
mM W7, IK was reduced by .50% (middle), whereas 25 mM W7 almost completely abolished the current (right), as
compared with control (lef t). B, Similar
results were obtained in the Sh K S133 mutant, which lacks the IA. C, D, The current density/voltage curve for W T (C,
left) and Sh K S133 (D, left) and their corresponding normalized conductance (C,
D, middle) are shown for control (M),
2.5 mM W7 (f), and 25 mM W7 (F) data.
The steady-state inactivation protocol
was the same as in Figure 1 (right; traces
not shown). Because of almost complete
inhibition of IK , no steady-state inactivation curves could be determined after
treatment with 25 mM W7. The curves
were fitted by the Boltzmann distribution function. For fitting values see Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. W7 effect on the Imax in WT and ShKS133
Imax (pA /pF)
IK: WT
IK: ShK S133
IA: WT

Control

2.5 mM W7

25 mM W7

82.5 6 4.1 (11)
87.8 6 5.6 (9)
92.3 6 7.8 (11)

31.6 6 2.6 (5)*
39.2 6 8.9 (5)*
85.1 6 11.3 (6)

4.2 6 0.4 (6)*
4.4 6 1.0 (4)*
30.1 6 2.8 (6)*

The maximal current density Imax (pA/pF) was obtained from the fit of a single
Boltzman distribution (see Eq. 1; assuming a reversal potential of 285 mV for both
IA and IK) on the normalized current–voltage relations determined for WT and
ShK S133 in the absence and presence of W7. The data are presented as mean 6 SEM,
with the number of cells in parentheses. Except for the action of 2.5 mM W7 on IA,
all of the W7 effects were statistically significant (*p , 0.01, Student’s t test).

amplitudes of the peak and plateau components of IK were
reduced by 62% (from 107.1 6 6.8 pA /pF to 40.7 6 6.1 pA/pF)
and 85% (from 65.7 6 6.3 pA /pF to 10.1 6 1.2 pA /pF), respectively (n 5 6) (Fig. 4 A,D, top traces; Table 3). The effect of KN-93
was very specific because the application of its structurally related
but functionally inactive analog K N-92 (5 mM) did not produce
any effect on IK even after longer exposure (.15 min) (Fig. 4 D).
Furthermore, to exclude the possibility that K N-93 could act as an
open-channel blocker, we used a train protocol. K N-93 inhibition
was obtained at the first pulse (160 mV) after a 5 min exposure
to the drug, and the effect did not significantly increase further
after subsequent stimulations. The onset of K N-93 inhibitory
action was at ;2 min after application, and it peaked at ;5– 6
min. Because K N-93 was delivered along with the carrier DMSO

at a final concentration of 0.1%, we checked for possible effects of
the solvent carrier. We found that DMSO alone affected neither
IK nor the light response (data not shown). KN-93 caused a
significant change in the voltage dependence of activation. The
normalized conductance curves indicated a negative shift of the
V50 by 11.5 and 8.7 mV for the peak and plateau components,
respectively (Fig. 4 B; Table 3). KN-93 also caused the IK to
inactivate at more negative potentials. The V50 of steady-state
inactivation was shifted from 212.7 6 0.6 mV to 222.3 6 2.4 mV
(n 5 6) (Fig. 4C; Table 3), an effect not seen in response to W7
treatment (see Discussion).

CaM kinase inhibition accelerated IK
inactivation kinetics
It is known that K 1 channels exhibit two different mechanisms of
inactivation, referred to as N- and C-type inactivations (Hoshi et
al., 1990; Choi et al., 1991; Yellen et al., 1994). Although N-type
inactivation is a fast process involving the occlusion of the inner
mouth of the channel pore by the amino terminus (ball and chain
model), C-type inactivation is a slower process occurring after
prolonged depolarization and involving conformational changes
at the external mouth of the pore and the S6 transmembrane
domain. As shown in Figure 5, after step depolarization of 1 sec
duration from 2100 mV to 160 mV, IK underwent a slow C-type
inactivation process by .50%. In Figure 5A,B, the traces have
been normalized to compare the kinetics. After 6 min of 5 mM
KN-93 application on Sh K S133 photoreceptor cells, IK decreased
in amplitude and inactivated with faster kinetics when compared
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Figure 3. The effect of W7 on IA. The
current density/ voltage curve (left), their
normalized conductance (middle), and the
corresponding steady-state inactivation
curves (right) are shown for control (M), 2.5
mM W7 (f), and 25 mM W7 (F) data. Because little effect on IA was observed in the
presence of 2.5 mM W7, only the data obtained with 25 mM W7 were included in the
normalized conductance and steady-state
inactivation curves. All of the curves were
fitted by Boltzmann distributions. For details of the fitting values, see Tables 1 and 2.
Table 2. Effect of W7 on the steady-state activation and inactivation parameters in WT and ShKS133
V50 (mV)
Control
Activation
2.5 mM W7
25 mM W7
Inactivation
2.5 mM W7
25 mM W7

Slope (mV/e-fold)
Drug

Control

Drug

212.4 6 0.6
212.3 6 0.9
213.8 6 0.3

213.4 6 0.6
211.8 6 21.1
211.5 6 0.4

IK: W T (5)
IK: ShK S133 (5)
IA: W T (5)

21.5 6 4.4
12.5 6 4.7
27.9 6 2.9

27.1 6 2.4
5.5 6 5.2
219.8 6 1.7*

IK: W T (6)
IK: ShK S133 (4)
IA: W T (4)

218.9 6 2.1
214.3 6 4.1
242.1 6 1.0

218.0 6 2.7
214.2 6 3.1
248.8 6 2.5

11.0 6 0.2
11.8 6 0.8
10.0 6 0.8

17.5 6 1.0
16.1 6 1.9
9.8 6 0.6

The activation and inactivation parameters determined in the absence or presence of W7 were fitted by a single Boltzman distribution (see Eq. 1) and summarized by V50
(mV) and by the slope (mV/e-fold) of the voltage dependence. The normalized conductance was calculated using the Ohm’s law assuming a K1 reversal potential of 285 mV,
for both IA and IK. The data are presented as mean 6 SEM, with the number of cells in parentheses. *p , 0.05, Student’s t test.

with control (Fig. 5A). Similar results were obtained with 10 mM
W7 application (Fig. 5B). After a 5 min W7 washout, there was a
partial recovery in terms of both amplitude and kinetics. Note
that neither the deactivation kinetics [as reflected by the tail
current decay (Fig. 5A, inset)] nor the rising phase of current
activation was changed in the presence of W7 or K N-93 (Fig. 5A,
right). IK inactivation kinetics was best fitted with two exponentials. In response to 5 mM K N-93, the decay time constants were
significantly reduced from t1 5 86 6 10 msec and t2 5 767 6 29
msec to t1 5 30 6 3 msec and t2 5 514 6 34 msec (n 5 6, p ,
0.005). Regarding the activation kinetics, we have considered the
photoreceptor IK to be one component. As mentioned earlier, it
was suggested by Hardie (1991) that the Drosophila delayedrectifier currents are composed of two conductances, IK f and IK s ,
with fast and slow activation kinetic components. Results consistent with this suggestion were obtained in K N-93-treated Sh K S133
photoreceptors by using a steady-state inactivation protocol (Fig.
5C). In the control traces, it was difficult to discriminate between
the two kinetic components (Fig. 5C, lef t). However, when photoreceptor cells (in four of seven cells) were exposed to 5 mM
KN-93 for 6 min (Fig. 5C, right), it became obvious that a fast
component was more sensitive to inactivating prepulse potentials,
as compared with a slower activating component that inactivated
more weakly at the same prepulses. Similar results were obtained
with W7 in seven of eight cells recorded. Nevertheless, it was
difficult to distinguish between these two components when fitting the steady-state inactivation curve (Fig. 4C). Thus, it is
possible that inhibition of C aM kinase affects differently the two
kinetic components of C -type inactivation, thereby reflecting the
existence of two different IK conductances. However, we cannot
exclude the possibility that these kinetic components represent

different conformational kinetic transitions of the same channel
complex.

Inhibition of IK reduced the light adaptation and
delayed the response termination
To test whether photoreceptor K 1 currents oppose the lightinduced depolarizing currents and shape the light response, we
investigated their role in phototransduction by pharmacological
means using the current-clamp technique in isolated photoreceptors of the WT and the Drosophila mutant Sh K S133, which eliminates IA. To quantitatively estimate the drug effects on photoreceptor potential waveform, we used the quotient Q50 defined as a
ratio value (Q50 5 TD /TC ) of the measurements made in the
presence (TD ) and absence (TC ) of the drug. TD and TC are
temporal parameters (in milliseconds) measuring the width of the
light response at 50% of the maximal receptor potential amplitude evoked by illumination. First, we studied in WT photoreceptors the voltage light response before and after CaM kinase
inhibition by application of 5 mM KN-93 (Fig. 6 A). After a 10
msec flash stimulus, KN-93 (6 min preincubation) significantly
increased the light response amplitude and markedly delayed its
termination, as compared with control with a Q50 5 1.84 6 0.15
( p , 0.05, n 5 4) (Fig. 6 A, left). To evaluate the effects of KN-93
on the light adaptation process, a 500 msec light stimulus was
given before and after application of the drug. As shown in Figure
6 A (right), KN-93 not only increased the amplitude of the receptor potential but also broadened the transient component of the
light response and weakened the dip between the peak and the
plateau (Q50 5 1.99 6 0.17, n 5 4, p , 0.05). To focus on the K 1
channel contribution, we investigated the effects of two different
K 1 channel blockers, TEA and quinidine (Fig. 6 B). After a 10
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WT photoreceptors (compare with Sh K S133 in Fig. 7C). However,
we noticed that at this concentration (0.2 mM), quinidine also
reduced by ;20% the IA currents in WT cells (Fig. 6C).
To evaluate the contribution of IA in light response adaptation
and termination, we performed the same experiments in Sh K S133
photoreceptor cells (Fig. 7). The photoreceptor potential waveform was very similar in Sh K S133 mutants as compared with WT
photoreceptors after either a 10 msec flash or a 500 msec light
stimulus (Figs. 6, 7A,B). The Sh K S133 mutation affected neither
the light adaptation nor the voltage waveform, including the
transient, the dip, and the plateau phases (Fig. 7A). As compared
with WT cells, essentially the same effects of TEA and quinidine
were obtained in Sh K S133 photoreceptors, with an increased amplitude and a broadening of the photoreceptor potential as well as
a slowing down of the turn-off responses to flash stimuli (Fig. 7B).
After a 10 msec flash, the Q50 of TEA (20 mM) and quinidine (0.2
mM) was 1.41 6 0.04 (n 5 5, p , 0.001) and 2.00 6 0.26 (n 5 4,
p , 0.05), respectively. Similar results were obtained with KN-93
(data not shown). Figure 7C shows that quinidine (0.2 mM)
blocked virtually all IK currents in Sh K S133 photoreceptors.
Finally, we investigated the possible modulation of IK by light.
We compared IK in dark-adapted cells and during a 10 –100 msec
flash stimulus that generates an approximately 110 mV depolarization. IK was measured under voltage-clamp by stepping cells
for 100 msec from 280 mV to 210 mV. After subtracting the
light-induced current, we found no significant effects on IK kinetics or amplitude (,10%) (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Figure 4. Modulation of IK by the C aM kinase inhibitor K N-93 in the
Sh K S133 mutant. The specific C aM kinase inhibitor K N-93 modulates the
peak and plateau components of IK in the Sh K S133 mutant. In the experiments, the currents were recorded on the same cell before and after 6
min application of the drug. E xcept for C, the cells were stepped from
2100 to 160 mV in 10 mV increments, and the peak and plateau currents
were measured during the 1 sec pulse. The curves were fitted by a single
Boltzmann distribution. Results were obtained from six pupae. A, The
current density/voltage curve is shown for control (M) and in response to
5 mM KN-93 (f) at the peak (lef t) and plateau (right) of IK. B, The
normalized conductance curves are shown for the peak (lef t) and plateau
component (right) of IK. The same symbols were used as in A. For the
fitting values, see Table 3. C, The steady-state inactivation curve of IK is
shown. Here the inactivation protocol was the same as in Figure 1. For
detailed Boltzmann fitting values see Table 3. D (top traces), Representative example of the KN-93 (5 mM) effect on IK. From a holding potential
of 2100 mV, a step to 160 mV (1 sec) was given before and after (9 min)
drug application. Bottom traces, C ell stepped from a holding potential
of 2100 to 160 mV (100 msec) before and 10 min after K N-92 treatment
(5 mM).

msec flash stimulus, there was an enhancement of the receptor
potential amplitude and a marked slowing of light response termination in the presence of the general K 1 channel blocker TEA
(20 mM) (Q50 5 1.76 6 0.36, n 5 6, p , 0.05). Similar results were
obtained with 0.2 mM quinidine, previously shown to block
delayed-rectifier K 1 channels in Drosophila (Singh and Wu,
1989), with a Q50 5 2.12 6 0.17 (n 5 4, p , 0.05). After a 500
msec light stimulus, quinidine (0.2 mM) strongly inhibited the
light adaptation process with a much broader transient and an
almost complete elimination of the plateau (Q50 5 2.21 6 0.33,
n 5 5, p , 0.01) (Fig. 6 B, right). Figure 6C illustrates to what
extent quinidine (0.2 mM) preferentially blocked IK currents in

For what functional purpose are Drosophila photoreceptors endowed with high densities of voltage-gated K 1 channels (Hardie,
1991; Hevers and Hardie, 1995)? Given their magnitude, voltage
operating range, and kinetics, it was crucial to elucidate whether
these K 1 conductances are subject to modulation and to evaluate
their functional significance in phototransduction. The present
work shows that Drosophila photoreceptor K 1 channels are modulated by a CaM kinase, and as such may act in concert with other
calmodulin-sensitive components to play a role in the feedback
control of the light response.
Drosophila photoreceptor neurons have evolved an exquisitely
sophisticated signaling machinery to turn on the light response.
This leads to the opening of TRP and TRPL cationic channels
and generates a depolarizing receptor potential (Ranganathan et
al., 1995; Minke and Selinger, 1996; Zuker, 1996) that is expected
to activate the voltage-gated K 1 channels. On light stimulation,
photoreceptor cells are likely to operate within potentials ranging
from approximately 260 mV to 110 mV. Considering the voltage
operating range values we found for IA and IK (Figs. 1, 3; Table 2),
it is reasonable to assume that these K 1 conductances will be
operative within the voltage limits of photoreceptor activity.
Our data show that photoreceptors IK and IA are specifically
inhibited by different Ca 21/calmodulin antagonists such as W7 or
TFP, with IK being far more sensitive than IA. Interestingly, this
modulation was mimicked by two selective CaM kinase antagonists, KN-62 and KN-93. The inability of KN-92 (inactive structural analog of KN-93) to affect IK demonstrates the specificity of
KN-93 action. The mechanisms whereby IK and IA are depressed
after exposure to CaM kinase inhibitors are not elucidated yet,
but may involve either a direct channel phosphorylation or an
indirect modulation. With respect to indirect regulation, it is
possible that the CaM kinase mediates its effect via the eag
channel subunit, as suggested previously (Zhong and Wu, 1993).
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Table 3. Effect of KN-93 on Imax, normalized conductance and steady-state inactivation of IK in ShKS133
Current
Imax (pA /pF)
Peak (6)
Control
5 mM KN-93
Plateau (6)
Control
5 mM KN-93

G/Gmax

Inactivation

V50 (mV)

Slope (mV/e-fold)

V50 (mV)

Slope (mV/e-fold)

107.1 6 6.8
40.7 6 6.1**

12.7 6 0.9
1.2 6 4.8*

212.4 6 0.3
211.6 6 1.1

212.7 6 0.6
222.3 6 2.4**

10.7 6 0.6
10.3 6 0.7

65.7 6 6.3
10.1 6 1.2**

24.0 6 1.0
15.3 6 9.9

215.5 6 0.6
220.4 6 1.7

210.4 6 0.6
219.6 6 2.2**

9.3 6 0.3
10.5 6 0.3

The maximal current amplitude Imax was obtained from the fit of a single Boltzman distribution (see Eq. 1) on the normalized (pA/pF) current–voltage relations and measured
in ShK S133 in the absence and presence of 5 mM KN-93. The activation and inactivation parameters determined in the absence or presence of 5 mM KN-93 were analyzed as
in Table 2. The data are presented as mean 6 SEM, with the number of cells in parentheses. *p , 0.05, **p , 0.001, Student’s t test.

Figure 5. Changes in IK kinetics in response to W7 and K N-93. Using the
Sh K S133 mutant, photoreceptor cells were stepped from 2100 to 160 mV
for 1 sec to allow the C-type inactivation of IK to occur. A (lef t), The
currents were recorded before (control ) and after 6 min application of 5
mM KN-93. Traces have been normalized for kinetic comparison. Right,
The same normalized traces are shown at a smaller time scale. Inset, The
normalized tail currents are shown. The C -type inactivation kinetics are
well described by two exponential fits. In response to 5 mM K N-93, the fast
and slow time constants (t1 and t2) decreased from 86 6 10 to 30 6 03
msec and from 767 6 29 to 514 6 34 msec, respectively (n 5 6, p , 0.01).
B (left), Similar results were obtained in response to 2 min exposure of 10
mM W7, with a partial recovery 5 min after washout of the drug. Right,
Another experiment demonstrates the same phenomena at a smaller time
scale and higher sampling rate. C, Steady-state inactivation traces, before
and 5 min after application of 5 mM K N-93. The same steady-state
inactivation protocol was used as in Figure 1.

Figure 6. Effect of K 1 channel blockers and a C aM kinase antagonist on
the light response of W T photoreceptors. A, B, Whole-cell current-clamp
recordings of the light response were performed in W T photoreceptors.
In the current-clamp mode the resting potential was adjusted to 260 mV.
The resting potential before adjustment ranged between 235 and 245
mV. Lef t, A light flash (10 msec, arrow) was given to dark-adapted
photoreceptors (.2 min), and the light response was recorded before and
4 min after exposure of 5 mM K N-93 or 3 min after application of 20 mM
TEA. Traces shown are representative of four similar experiments. Right,
The same procedure was used except the light stimulus duration was 500
msec. Effects of the IK channel blocker quinidine (0.2 mM, five experiments) and of the C aM kinase inhibitor K N-93 (5 mM, five experiments)
are shown in representative traces. C, Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings of cells before (control, lef t) and 2 min after application of 0.2 mM
quinidine (right). The activation protocol was the same as in Figure 1.

A striking consequence of C aM kinase inhibition was the accelerated C -type inactivation kinetics of IK as revealed by exposure
of Sh K S133 photoreceptors to K N-93 or W7. Blockade of CaM
kinase-mediated phosphorylation may alter the local charge distribution in a specific channel domain, thereby affecting directly

or allosterically the kinetics of C-type inactivation, through longrange electrostatic interactions. A very similar modulation by
CaM kinase has been reported recently for Kv1.4 K 1 channels
(Roeper et al., 1997). Blockade of CaM Kinase II by KN-93 was
found to accelerate the Kv1.4 inactivation rate constants by 5- to
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Figure 7. Effect of K 1 channel blockers on the light response of Sh K S133
photoreceptors. A, B, Whole-cell current-clamp recordings of the light
response were performed in Sh K S133 photoreceptors. A, Voltage responses to light stimuli (500 msec) recorded in W T (right; representative
of seven cells) and Sh K S133 (lef t; representative of six cells) photoreceptors. B, Voltage responses of Sh K S133 photoreceptors to a 10 msec flash in
the absence and presence of 0.2 mM quinidine (lef t; representative of five
cells) and 20 mM TEA (right; representative of four cells). C, Whole-cell
voltage-clamp recordings of Sh K S133 photoreceptors before (control,
left) and 2 min after application of 0.2 mM quinidine (right). The activation protocol was the same as in Figure 1.

10-fold, suggesting that C aM kinase phosphorylation is likely to
affect the interplay between N- and C -type inactivation (Roeper
et al., 1997). The origin of the shift toward negative potentials
(;10 mV) in steady-state activation of IK and IA evoked by
KN-93 and W7, respectively, is unclear. However, blockade of
CaM kinase-mediated phosphorylation may alter the net charge
in the vicinity of the channel voltage sensor and thus affect the
voltage-dependent gating (Perozo and Bezanilla, 1990). It is
worth noting that W7 did not produce a substantial leftward shift
in the steady-state activation and inactivation curves of IK (Fig.
2), suggesting that the C a 21/calmodulin effects may not be mediated solely by a C aM kinase.
Our results indicate that IK is more sensitive than IA to modulation by a C aM kinase in photoreceptor cells. A similar higher
sensitivity of IK as compared with IA with regard to C aM kinase
modulation was recently found in cultured Drosophila neurons
(W.-D. Yao and C.-F. Wu, personal communication). The channel subunit gating the IA current in Drosophila photoreceptors
was found to be encoded by the Shak er locus (Hardie et al., 1991).
Although the native oligomeric structure of IA is not known,
Hardie et al. (1991) suggested previously that it is encoded by
some of the Shak er isoforms, possibly ShA1, ShA2, ShG1, or
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ShG2. The situation is even more complex for the identity of IK.
We found by PCR that Shab 1 and Shab 2 isoforms as well as
Shaw transcripts are expressed in Drosophila retina (our unpublished data), indicating that Shab and Shaw gene products could
possibly be direct or indirect substrates of CaM kinase regulation.
In this regard, it is worth noting that the Shab channel subunit
contains four consensus sites for phosphorylation by CaM kinase
[XRXXS (Pearson and Kemp, 1991)] at its intracellular amino
and C termini.
Ca 21/calmodulin is known to regulate various downstream
targets, including CaM kinase as well as additional components
involved in phototransduction (Arnon et al., 1997a,b; Scott et al.,
1997). Modulation of IK mediated by CaM kinase thus represents
one of the effects of Ca 21/calmodulin on receptor potential.
Considering that photoreceptor cells were recorded in the dark,
our data imply that in resting dark-adapted conditions there is a
marked basal phosphorylation of K 1 channels by CaM kinase.
Resting cytoplasmic free Ca 21 levels in the dark (in the presence
of 1.5 mM external Ca 21) range within 130 and 180 nM (Hardie,
1996). These values are apparently sufficient to elicit substantial
CaM kinase activity in the dark (Friedman et al., 1986; Braun and
Schulman, 1995; Soderling, 1996). Within the operating window
of the photoreceptor potential (260 mV to 110 mV), the activation of IK and IA is still far from saturation, leaving many K 1
channels to be recruited by increased CaM kinase activity after
light stimulation. However, we could not detect a significant
upregulation of IK by light. This result does not exclude a role for
CaM kinases in regulating IK activity during light stimulation.
Indeed, under our experimental conditions light stimulation could
also activate Ca 21/calmodulin-dependent phosphatases (e.g., calcineurin), which may tightly interact with the channel complex
leaving a steady-state phosphorylation almost unchanged. Thus,
IK channel activity may be accounted for by a fine tuning of
Ca 21/calmodulin-dependent kinases and phosphatases. Interestingly, a recent report described the existence of a signaling
complex consisting of the stable association of the protein phosphatase PP2A with CaM kinase IV (Westphal et al., 1998). PP2A
dephosphorylates CaM kinase IV and functions as a negative
regulator of CaM kinase IV signaling (Westphal et al., 1998).
From a functional point of view, our current-clamp data show
for the first time in Drosophila that voltage-gated K 1 channels
play a significant role in adaptation and termination of the light
response. Similar observations were reported in photoreceptors
of the blowfly C. vicina (Weckstrom et al., 1991), in which K 1
channels were suggested to reduce the membrane time constant,
thus enabling the photoreceptors to code high frequencies in
light-adapted cells. Previous work performed in Limulus suggested that the dip between the transient and the plateau phase of
the photoreceptor potential could be accounted for by the IA
channel activity (O’Day et al., 1982). This dip was consistently
observed in the voltage light response recorded from Sh K S133
photoreceptors (Fig. 7A), excluding a significant contribution of
IA to this phase of the receptor potential waveform. Furthermore,
inhibition of CaM kinase by KN-93 or blockade of IK channels by
quinidine and TEA reproduced the same effects on either
Sh K S133 mutant or WT photoreceptors. Although we did not
notice major differences in the potential waveforms between WT
and Sh K S133 mutants, we cannot totally exclude a possible role of
IA in the light response. Clearly, the decreased light adaptation
and the slowing down of the turn-off kinetics produced by TEA
and quinidine point to IK as the main K 1 conductance involved in
the regulation of the light response. It is worth noting that KN-93
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broadened the transient component of the light response but did
not reduce the plateau phase as elicited by K 1 channel blockers.
A likely explanation is that 5 mM K N-93 did not completely
abolish IK (Fig. 4; Table 3), whereas 0.2 mM quinidine almost
totally suppressed IK in Sh K S133 photoreceptors (Fig. 7).
The gating mechanisms of light-activated channels remain a
matter of controversy. It has been proposed that calcium release
from internal stores is required for activation of phototransduction and that the TRP channel f unctions as a store-operated
channel. In this view, TRP is gated by the depletion of internal
stores (Minke and Selinger, 1996; Arnon et al., 1997a,b). However, recent studies challenged this hypothesis and suggest that
IP3 receptors and internal stores are not required for the activation of the light response (Scott et al., 1997). However, Ca 21/
calmodulin was recently found to tightly control the light response by modulating the various components previously
established in the Drosophila phototransduction process. Ca 21/
calmodulin was shown to mediate light adaptation through its
negative feedback on I P3- and ryanodine-sensitive stores, thereby
dampening the C a 21-induced C a 21 release amplification process
(Arnon et al., 1997a,b). Likewise, C a 21/calmodulin was found to
control termination of the light response via its inhibitory action
on TRPL channels and its positive regulation of arrestin activity
(Scott et al., 1997). For example, arrestin I (also called phosrestin
I in photoreceptors) undergoes light-induced phosphorylation on
a subsecond time scale, via C aM kinase II activity (Matsumoto et
al., 1994; Kahn and Matsumoto, 1997). A recent study in Limulus
photoreceptors showed that C a 21/calmodulin could even exert its
control via inhibition of phospholipase C, and this may also apply
to the Drosophila phototransduction process (Richard et al.,
1997). The modulation of IK by C aM kinase supports the notion
that K 1 channels represent an additional calmodulin-sensitive
component of the negative feedback control of the light response.
We suggest that IK acts in concert with other C a 21/calmodulinsensitive elements of the transduction cascade to regulate the
gain, to control the waveform of the light-activated receptor
potential, and to extend the operating range of photoreceptors.
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